Capture and store high-fidelity industrial data. AVEVA Historian is a process database integrated with operations control that gives you access to your process, alarm, and event history data.

Combining advanced data storage and compression techniques with an industry-standard query interface, AVEVA Historian brings high-performance simplicity to keep your team fully aware of operational performance for faster troubleshooting and informed decisions.

What’s new

- Historian 2023
- Historian Client 2023
New in AVEVA Historian and Historian Client 2023

Create more meaningful metrics using ad hoc expressions
- Rich function library
- Interactive editor in Historian Client
- Use directly in SQL, REST, and SDK interfaces

Improved data sharing with other systems
- Replication to AVEVA™ PI System™ and AVEVA™ Data Hub
- Simpler, faster backfill

Modernized user interfaces
- Ribbon in Historian Client
- New modern look in Historian Client web
- New icons in Operations Control Management Console

Improved Excel Task Pane add-in
- Access detailed data (full, delta)
- Streamlined workflows

Security Hardening
- Simple HTTPS option for Historian Client web
- Insecure communications disabled by default
- Remote data collection hardening (remote IDAS)

AVEVA Communication Drivers
- MQTT Sparkplug Publisher
- MQTT Pub import/export
- OPC UA reverse connect

Learn more about AVEVA Historian: aveva.com/en/products/historian